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On p-Adic Vanishing Cycles 
(Application of ideas of Fontaine-Messing) 

Kazuya Kato 

§ O. Introduction 

Let K be a complete discrete valuation field with perfect residue field 
k such that char(K)=O and char(k)=p>O. Let X be a smooth scheme 
over the valuation ring Ox of K, and fix notations as 

XK=XQ90KK, 

Xf{=XKQ9KK, 

Y=XQ90Kk , 

'Y=YQ9J(, X=XQ90K0f{, 

- 7 - } 
Y--+X~XK 

where K (resp. k) denotes the algebraic closure of K (resp. k) and OK de
notes the integral closure of Ox in K. 

The sheaf of p-adic vanishing cycles i* Rqj * (Zjpn Z) was studied in [3] 
[4] and used for the study of the etale cohomology group H*(X K' Zjpn Z). 
The purpose of Chapter I of this paper is to prove the following new result 
concerning i* Rqj * (Zjpn Z). In Section 1, we define certain complexes 
sPn(r)x (n~ 1, O~r<p) on 'Yet which come from the crystalline cohomology 
theory, following the ideas of J.-M. Fontaine and W. Messing in their 
"syntomic cohomology theory" ([10]). 

Theorem (Ch. I (4.3)). Let O:Sr<p-l. Thenfor any n21, there is 
a canonical isomorphism 

Here ZjpnZ(r) denotes the Tate twist of Zjpnz. By the definition of 
sPn(r)x in Ch. I § 1, the result means that i*Rqj*(Zjpnz) can be described 
in terms of differential forms. 

In Chapter II, we shall apply the above result to obtain the following 
theoerm on the etale cohomology groups Hq('Y, 1* Rrj * (Zjpn Z)) in the case 
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208 K. Kato 

X is projective, assuming eK (=ordK(p)) is one and p is sufficiently big. 
Recall that Y is called of Hodge-Witt if the W-modules Hq(y, W.Q;.) are 
of finite type for all q and r ([12] IV (4.6)). 

Theorem (cf. Ch. II (4.3)(4.4)). Assume X is projective over OK' eK= 1 
and dim(XK)<p-1. Then, the following three conditions are equivalent. 

( i ) Y is of Hodge- Witt. 
(ii) The groups Hq(Y, i*RrJ*(Z/pnZ») are finite for all q, r andn. 
(iii) The spectral sequence 

EV=Hq(Y, i*RrJ*(Z/pnZ))-=3:;H*(X!{, Z/pnz) 

degenerates for any n. If these equivalent conditions are satisfied, we have 
the following (1) and (2) for any pair (q, r). 

(1) There is a p-divisible group r over OK without multiplicative part 
such that the Tate module TiT) of r satisfies 

Q/f!:)zpTir)(-r)~Q/f!:)zp lim Hq(Y, i*RrJ*(Z/pnZ») 
n 

as Qp[Gal(K/K)]-modules. 
(2) (Concerning the problem of Serre [13] 1.7.) Assume k=k. Let 

T be any simple subquotient of the Gal(K/K)-module Hq(Y, i* RrJ*(Z/pZ») 
and let h=dimF/T). Then the action of Gal(K/K) on T has the form 

Xi; (io+i,P+· .. +ih_,ph-,) 

such that im = r or r -1 for any m and im = r for some m. Here Xh denotes 
the ''fundamental character of level h" ([9] 5.1; cf Ch. II (3.6)). 

This theorem generalizes, under the assumptions in this theorem, the 
corresponding results on Hq(y, i*RrJ*(Z/pnz)) and H*(X!{, Z/pnz) ob
tained in [3] [4] assuming Y is "ordinary" ([12] IV (4.12), [4] § 7), to the 
case Y is of Hodge-Witt. (For example, in the case Y is ordinary, the 
p-divisible group r is an etale p-divisible group. Cf. problems on the last 
page of [3]). In particular, it shows (by the above spectral sequence) that 
H*(Xg,Qp) has a Hodge-Tate decomposition in the case eK= 1, dim (XK)< 
p -1 and Y is of Hodge-Witt. 

This Hodge-Tate decomposition result was already proved with some 
deeper results by Fontaine and Messing [10] without the Hodge-Witt 
assumption. 

This paper depends heavily on ideas of Fontaine and Messing [10]. 
Our method differs from theirs in that, to connect p-adic etale objects with 
differential objects, we use the local results of [3] [4] on p-adic vanishing 
cycles whereas p-adic vanishing cycles are not considered in [10J. This 
method enables us to obtain results on the cohomology of p-adic vanishing 
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cycles as in the above theorem, and to understand the relation between the 
method of [3] [4] and that of [10]. 

I received recently the paper Faltings [18] which proves the Hodge
Tate decomposition conjecture completely generally. In the introduction 
of [18], it is explained that the main result of [18] furnishes a purely algebraic 
proof of the fact that the Hodge spectral sequence degenerates in charac
teristic zero. Our result Ch. II Prop. 2.5 (1) can be used for another purely 
algebraic proof of the degeneracy. I thank Professor W. Messing for a 
correspondence on this fact. 

The study of i*RI1j*(Z/pnZ(r)) (not only that of l*Rq*(Z/pnz) of 
this paper) will be important for the p-adic algebraic geometry. 

I express my sincere gratitudes to Professors J.-M. Fontaine and W. 
Messing for explaining me their method in [10] and for helpful discussions. 
The reader will see in the content of this paper that lowe much to them. 
I am also obliged to Professor S. Bloch, from whom I learned much about 
the field considered in [3] [4]. 

Contents 

Chapter I. Local study 
§ 1. The definition of y> n(r) 
§ 2. Product structure 
§ 3. Symbols 
§ 4. p-adic vanishing cycles 

Chapter II. Application to schemes with Hodge-Witt reduction 
§ 1. Varieties of Hodge-Witt 
§ 2. Filtered Dieudonne mQdules of Hodge-Witt 
§ 3. The theory of Fontaine-Laffaille 
§ 4. Cohomology of the sheaf of p-adic vanishing cycles 

Notations 

In the following, 
p denotes a fixed prime number 
k denotes a perfect field of characteristic p, 

W (resp. Wn) denotes the Witt ring W(k) (Wn(k)), 
q denotes the frobenius W --?- W. 

For a W-module M, M(q) denotes the W-module whose underlying 
abelian group is M but on which Wacts by Wx M--?-M; (a, x)~q(a)x, 

For a scheme T, 
Tn denotes T0zZ/pn Z, 
D(Tet) denotes the derived category of the category of all abelian 
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group sheaves on the small etale site Tat, 
Q~ denotes the absolute de Rham complex Q~/z on Tet • 

The notations for cohomology H*, Rqj* etc. mean the etale coho
mology unless the contrary is explicitly indicated. 

Chapter I. Local study 

§ 1. The definition of Yn(r) 

According to Fontaine and Messing, we call a morphism of schemes 
syntomic if it is flat and is complete intersection in the sense of [15] VIII §l. 

Let X be a syntomic quasi-projective scheme over W. In this Section 1, 
we define objects YnCr)x (n>l, O:::;;'r<p) of the derived category D«XI)et) 
where Xl =X®Z/pZ, by using the crystalline cohomology theory (cf. (1.6). 

Remark (1.1). J.-M. Fontaine and W. Messing defined a site Xsyn 
called the syntomic site and a sheaf S~ on Xsyn by using the crystalline 
cohomology theory. In terms of their theory, Yn(r)x is isomorphic to 
R7r*(S~) where 7r: Xsyn~Xet is the canonical morphism of sites, though we 
do not discuss this fact in this paper. We define Yn(r)x directly in this 
section by following the ideas of Fontaine-Messing in their definition of 
S~, and study Yn(r)x in the subsequent sections by using its explicit defi
nition. (We do not use the syntomic topology in this paper.) 

Definition (1.2). Let T be a scheme over W. A morphism of scheme 
f: T ~T is called a frobenius of T if f®Z/pZ: TI~T,. is the absolute 
frobenius induced by (!)Tl~(!)Tl; tl4-tP, and if the diagram 

T f ) T 

1 a 1 
Spec(W)~Spec(fV) 

is commutative. 

Take an immersion i: X ~z over W such that Z is a smooth scheme 
over W endowed with a frobenius f: z~z. The existence of (Z, i,1) 
follows from the fact that the projective space has a frobenius. Let 

be the divided power envelope with respect to the canonical divided power 
structure of p Wn C Wn ([2] Section 3). Let J Dn be the ideal of D n defining 
Xno and let JI£2 (r>O) be its r-th divided power. Since the underlying 
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space of Dn coincides with that of XI' we can regard sheaves on (Dn)et as 
sheaves on (XI).t. For r>O, we denote the well known complex of 
sheaves on (XI)et 

d d 
J[r]~J[r-I]tO. QI ~J[r-2]tO. Q2 ~ ... 

Dn Dn '<YdJ zn Zn Dn \CJdJ zn Zn 

(deg.O) (deg. 1) 

by Jttz. (We denoted i-I(Qkn) simply by Qkn' For is:;,O, J~~=(!)Dn by 
convention.) We denote J~~1:-,z by En,x,z' 

Lemma (1.3). (1) For 0s:;,r<p,f(J)';2)Cpr(!)Dn' 
(2) For any r, m and n, the sequence 

JCr] ~Jcr] ~Jcr] ~JCr]~o 
Dm+n Dm+n Dm+n Dn 

is exact. 

Corollary (1.4). (1) For O<r<p,f(J~:l.z)CprEn,x,z' 
(2) For any r, m and n, the sequence 

Cr] pm Cr] pn Cr] can. Cr] 
Jm+n,X,z~Jm+n,X,z~Jm+n,x,z~Jn,x,z~O 

is exact. 

Indeed, (1.4) (I) follows from (1.3) (1) and from 

f(Q~)cpiQ~ (i ~O). 

Proof of (1.3). (I learned the following proof from Fontaine and 
Messing.) For (I), it suffices to show f(x[r']) epr(!)Dn for x e JDn and for 
r'~r. Writef(x)=xP+py, ye (!)Dn' We have 

but pCr'] e (pr). For (2), the problem is etale local, so we may assume 
that X is defined by a regular sequence U;, ... ,Is) in Z ([15] VIII, 1.2). 
Consider the cartesian diagram 

C 
Xn ~Zn ;; 

1 ell 
Spec(Wn)~Aivn=Spec(Wn[tH "', t.J) f i • 

O+-----l t i • 
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Since the right vertical arrow is fiat on some open neighbourhood of X" in 
Z" ([16] Ch. 0, 15. 1.21), we can apply [2] 3.21 to obtain 

From this,- the problem is reduced to the case X=Spec(W), Z=Afv and 

X~Z is the immersion to the origin. In this case, (7)D,,= W,,<t l •• " t,,) 
([2] 3.20 (5» and J~2 is the free W,,-module with base {tl[i,] • •• t~i.]; il + ... 
+i.>r}. 

Corollary (1.5). Let O<r<p. There is a unique homomorphism of 
complexes 

for whichf: J~1r,x,z~En+r,x,zfactors as 

Definition (1.6). We define the complex !I',,(r)x,z (this depends onf 
but we abbreviate it) to be the "mapping fiber" of 

J[r] ~E n,X,Z n,X,Z 

(1 means the inclusion map), and we define !l'n(r)x to be the image of 
!l'n(r)x,z in the derived category D«XI)et). 

Precisely, the degree i part of !l'n(r)x,z is 

and the differential of !l'n(r)x,z is given by 

We see that !l'n(r) is independent of the choice of (Z,f) , as follows. For 

two pairs (Z,f) and (Z',f,), we take the third immersion X~ZXwZ' 
where ZXwZ' is endowed with the frobeniusfXf'. Then, the canonical 
maps 

!l'n(r)x,z~!I'n(r)x,zxwz', 

are quasi-isomorphisms as is seen from theory of crystalline cohomology 
([2] Theorem 7.2). 
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Remark (1.7). In later sections, we shall be concerned with syntomic 
schemes over OK (cf. § 0), which can not be syntomic over W (unless it is 
empty). So we slightly generalize the definition of //n(r) to schemes of 
such type. Generally, let X be a scheme such that there are directed 
inverse systems (Xl)AEA and (Zl)lEA of W-schemes, and a system of immer
sions i, : Xl-+Zl and a system of frobenius I. : Zl~Zl (.:1 e A) which 
commute with the transition maps such that 

(1.7.1) Each Xl is syntomic over W, 
(1.7.2) Each Zl is smooth over W, 
(1.7.3) The transition maps Xl,-+Xl and Zl,-+Zl (.:1'>1) are affine, 
(1.7.4) X = lim Xl. 

For O<r<p, we define //n(r)x to be the image of lim //n(r)Xl.Zl in 
D«X1)et). Then, one sees that //n(rh is independent of the choice of 
systems (Xl)' (Zl), (il), (h.). 

Remark (1.8). The hypothesis that X is quasi-projective in this section 
is not indispensable for the construction of //n(r). Indeed, not assuming 
X quasi-projective, let X'-+X be an affine open covering and take a W-

immersion X'~Z such that Z is a smooth scheme over Wendowed 
with a frobenius. Assume that X is separated (even this assumption is 
unnecessary if we use the technique in [2] 7.8, proof) and let 

X(i)=X'X X ••• XxX', Z(i)=ZX W ••• XwZ (i times), 

7Ci : X(i)~X the canonical morphism. 

Then, we define //n(r)x.z (O~r<p) to be the complex associated to the 
double complex 

(7Cl)*(//n(rhC1l.ZC1l)~(7r2)*(//n(rhc.,.zc.»~· ... 

" (deg. 0) , (deg. 1) 
\ 

By the argument in (1.6) using the fact 7ri are affine morphisms (for X is 
separated) and acyclic for quasi-coherent sheaves, we see that the image 
//n(r)x of //n(rh.z in the derived category is independent of the choices 
of X' and Z. In this paper, we restrict ourselves to the quasi-projective 
case for the simplicity of the description of the theory. This is sufficient 
for the study in Ch. I which is local. Indeed, the cohomology sheaves 
Jlfq(//n(rh) can be defined by considering only the quasi-projective case 
(for one can glue local definitions), and Ch. I concerns these cohomology 
sheaves. In Ch. II, if we use the above general definition for X not 
necessarily quasi-projective, we can generalize the results in Ch. II Section 
2, Section 4 to smooth proper schemes X over W which need not be 
projective. 
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§ 2. The product structure 

In this section, we define a product 

.9'n(rh,zx.9'n(r'h.z~.9'n(r+r')x,z (r, r';;::;;O, r+r'<p). 

(2.1) Generally, let T be a topos, and let A = (A q)qez be a complex 
of abelian groups in T. We call A a ring-complex if a global section 1 of 
AO and a homomorphism of complexes A®A~A; x®y~xy are given 
satisfying the usual axioms of the ring. By the definition of the tensor 
product of complexes, this means that EBqez Aq is endowed with a ring 
structure with the unit 1 whose additive structure is the original one, such 
that AqAq' cAq+q' and 

d(xy) =d(x)y+ ( -l)qxd(y) (q, q' E Z, X E Aq, y E Aq'). 

(Here x E Aq means that x is a local section of Aq.) 
Now let A and B be ring-complexes in T, and let g, h: A~B be two 

homomorphisms of complexes preserving the ring-complex structures. Let 
S be the mapping fiber of g-h: A~B. (So, Sq=AqEBBq-\ and d: sq~ 
Sq+l is (x, y)~(dx, g(x)-h(x)-dy).) We define the product 

s®s~s by (x, y)(x', y')=(xx', (-1)qg(x)y' +yh(x')) 

«x,y) E Sq=AqEBBq-\ (x',y') E Sq'=Aq'EBBq'-I). 

We can prove easily 

Lemma (2.2). With the unit section (lA, 0) E So, the above product 
defines a ring-complex structure on S. 

Lemma (2.3). Assume that A and B satisfy 

xy=( -l)qq'yx 

for any q, q' E Z and for any homogeneous local sections x and y of degree 
q and q' respectively. Then we have 

xy=( -1)qq'yx 

for any q, q' E Z and for any local sections x (resp. y) of the cohomology 
sheaf yt'q(S) (resp. Yt'q'(S)). 

(2.4) Now let X and Z be as in Section 1. We apply the above 
arguments to the case 
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g= EB fn 
O;i;T<P 

B= EB En,x,z 
O;i;T<P 

h= EB 1 
O;i;T<P 

215 

(1 means the natural inclusion). Here the ring-complex structure of B is 
defined by 

where 

(XO' ... , xp_I)(Yo, ... , Y P_I) = (zo, ... , Zp_I) 

Zq= L: xtYj 
i+i=q 

with the natural product xiYj in En,x,z, and that of A is induced from this 

via the natural inclusion A~B. We obtain thus a product 

(r, r'>O, r+r'<p). As is seen by the argument in (1.6), the induced 
product structure 

L 

Y"n(r)x @ Y"n(r')x--+Y"n(r+r')x 

in the derived category is independent of the choice of Z. 

§ 3. Symbols 

Let X be a syntomic scheme over W. In this section, we define a 
"symbol map" 

(9;n+10·· ·0(9;n+1--+£T(Y"n(r)x) (r<p) 
...... T ./ 

r times 

and prove that this map is surjective if r<p-1. (See Theorem (3.6)). 
(3.1) In (3.1)-(3.5), we assume that X is quasi-projective. We first 

define a homomorphism 

in D«X1)et). This will induce a canonical map 

and by the product structure of Y"n(r)x in Section 2, a map 

(9(XniIY0· .. o (9(Xn+ IY--+HT(Xj> Y"n(r)x) (r<p) 
- --

r times 
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defining (without the quasi-projective assumption) the above symbol map. 

Take i: X~>Z andf: Z~Z as in Section 1. Let 

and let C be the complex 

N~i-l(@~n+1) 

(deg. 0) (deg. 1) 

on (X1)et. Clearly, C is quasi-isomorphic to @in+1[ -1]. We define a 
homomorphism of complexes 

s: C~.9"n(1)x,z 

which induces the desired map @in+J -l]~.9"n(1)x in D((X1)et), as follows. 
Denote the map i-I(@zn+,)~@Dn+1 as af---'>a. Then, the degree zero part 
of sis 

N~J'iJ~; a~log(a). 

The degree one part of s is 

i-I(@~n+l)~(@Dn®.znQ1JEB@Dn 

a~(a-Ida,rllog(f(a)a P)). 

Here, sincef(a)a P E l+p@Dn+1' we have log(f(a)a- P) E P@Dn+1. The no
tationp-Ilog(f(a)a- P) means the unique element of@Dn whose image under 
p: @Dn~@Dn+l coincides with log (f(a)a- P ). 

Proposition (3.2). Assume p ~2. Let h: @(Xn+I)X~HI(XI' .9"n(1)x) 
be the canonical map defined above, and let x and y be elements of @(Xn+IY 
such that x+y=l or x+y=O. Then 

h(x)h(y)=O 

We give here the proof for the case x+y=l; the case x+y=O is 
proved similarly and follows also from (2.3). We prove a slightly general 

Lemma (3.3). Assume p~2. Let x E @(Xn+I)x, a E @(Xn+l) and as
sume that 1-apnx is invertible. Then 

Proof Since the problem is local and the definition of h is functorial, 
we may assume that 
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X=Spec(W[S, T, T-'l, (l-SP"T)-l]), 

and X= T, a=S. Let Z=Spec(W[S, T) and let/; Z~Z be the frobenius 
defined by S>--+-SP, T>--+-TP. Then, Dx,,(Z,,) = X,,, and the degree one part 
of the map s 

in (3.1) satisfies 

T~(T-ldT, 0) 

l-SP"T~( -(I-SP"T)-lSP"dT, 

p-llog«I-SP"+1P)(I-SP"T)-P». 

From this, we see that h(T)h(I-SP"T)( e H2(Xl' .9',,(2h» is the class of 

(0, -p- 1 log«(1-Sp"+1P)(I-SP"T)-P)T- 1dT) e r(xn> .Q~"EB.Q}J. 

This class is zero, for 

where 

(This formal power series u e W,,[[T, S]][T- 1] belongs to the subspace 
r(X", (!lx,,». 

Remark (3.4). Proposition (3.2) suggests that there are chern class 
maps KiX)~H2r-q(Xl' .9',,(rh), but the author has not yet studied this 
problem; 

Remark (3.5). The complex .9',,(r)x is similar to the complex of 
DeIigne-Beilinson 

Z(r)~(!lx~.Q}/c~· .. ~.Qx/b~O 

(deg.O) 

on a complex manifold ([1]). Indeed, if X is smooth over Wand has a 
frobeniusf, .9',,(r)x has the form 

-d -d -d 
O~(!lx" ~.Q}" ~ ... ~.QX:2 

(deg. 1) 
(0, -d) rlr ffi rlr-l (lr-I. -d) rlr 0 
....:..--~)UX"W~4X" ) ux,,~ 
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in which the part {)'X .. ~{)'X .. corresponds to Z(r) on a complex manifold. 

Theorem (3.6). Let X be a syntomic scheme over W. 
(1) Let O<r<p. Then the cohomology sheaves £,q(9'n(r)x) vanish 

for q>r. 
(2) Assume r<p-1. Then the symbol map 

(iJin+l®" ·®(iJin+1~£,r(9'n(r)x) 

is surjective. 

Proof We may assume n= 1. Since the problem is local, we may 
assume that X is quasi-projective. Take Z as in Section 1. For the proof 
of (I), it suffices to show that the map 

f,-l: (Jf~lz)q~(EI.x.z)q 

is an isomorphism if q>r and is surjective if q=r. If q>r,fr=pq-1'q=O 
-1 

on (Jtt.z)q and hence fr-l is rewritten as (iJD1®~gP(k-~(iJD1®egp'k1' 

For q=r, the map isfr-I : (iJD1®mgp"Z1~(iJD1®mgp"Z1 and is seen easily 
to be surjective. 

(3.7) Now we prove (3.6) (2) in the case where X is smooth over W 
and has a frobenius. The triangle 

Ir-l 
9'1(r)x.x~Jtlx~EI.x.x 

induces an exact sequence of cohomology sheaves 

Here F is the inverse Cartier operator ([11] I, 2.1.4) and {)'Xlo<t=o denotes 
the kernel of d: {)'X1-+{)'X:1• By [II] I, 2.4.2, the kernel of F -1 is generated 
locally by sections of the form bi1dbl /\ ••• /\ b;:ldbr with bl , •• " br inver
tible. So, for X smooth with frobenius, (3.6) (2) follows from 

Lemma (3.7.2). Let X be a smooth scheme over W with frobenius. 
Let 05:.r<p. Then,' 

(1) Let n>1. Then the composite 

is the map bl ® ... ®br>-4bi1db l /\ ••• /\b;:ldbr. 
(2) Let a be a section of (iJ x and let bl> .. " br_1 be local sections of 

(iJ;. Then the image of(1+pa)®bl ®·· ·®br_1 in £,r(9'I(r)x) under the 
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symbol map coincides with the image 0/ aPb11dbl/\ ... /\b:;ldbr_, under the 
boundary map (5: J'C'r-'(.o:r-,)-+JI{r(9',(rh) (cf. (3.7.1)). 

This lemma is immediate from the definition of the symbol map. 
(3.8) Next we give the proof of (3.6) (2) for the general case. By 

(3.7), it suffices to prove the surjectivity of 

By j,=p/r+'=O on Jtt;l (here we used the condition r+ 1 <p), the map 
j, -1 : Jtlz-+E"x,z induces an isomorphism of subcomplexes Jtt;l~ 

J [r+l] Thus we have a distinguished triangle -1,X,Z· 

,£) ( ) J[r] /J[r+l] Ir-l E / [r+lJ 
J, r x,z--+ I,X,Z I,X,Z--+ ',X,Z J 1,x,z' 

From this, we see that, if 1 denotes the ideal of (!Jz, defining X" J'C'r(9',(r)x) 
is isomorphic to the cohomology sheaf in degree r of a complex of the 
form 

r .or .or-l/ 2.or-l (/f-l, -d) .or / r .. ·--+.oz ,/1 z,E8 z, 1 z, ~ z, 1.oz,--+O. 
(deg. r) (deg. r+ 1) 

Let B be the kernel of this map (/r-1, -d), and on the other hand, let 
(.0 .0 1 (ir-l, -d) .0) W h . d' A=Ker i,E8 i~ ) i,. e ave a commutatIve mgram 

with surjective horizontal arrows 

So it suffices to prove that the natural map i-'(A)-+B is surjective, but this 
follows from the surjectivity of/r-1: 1.oi,-+1.oi,. 

§ 4. p-adic vanishing cycles 

Let K, X, Y etc. and 

- i - J 
Y--+X~XK 

be as at the beginning of Section O. As in [3] [4], let 

M;=i*RrJ*(Z/pnZ(r)) (r E Z, n~O) 

where (r) denotes Tate's twist. The sheaf M; was studied in [3] [4] by 
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using "symbols". For any ring R, let 

K:(R) = (Rx® . .. ®RX)jJ 
-..-..--

q times 

where J is the subgroup of the tensor product generated by all elements of 
the form x 1®· . . ®Xq such that xt+x j = 1 or Xi+Xj=O for some i~j. 
An element a1®· .. ®aq mod J of K:(R) is denoted by {au· .. , aq}. 

Definition (4.1). For a scheme T and x e T, let (!}T,iii be the strict 
henselization of (!}T,x. For x e Y, let 

As in [4], we have a symbol map 

(M~,iii denotes the stalk of M~ at Spec«(!}Y,iii)). This map is surjective, and 
it is bijective if x is a generic point ofY (see [4] § 5, § 6). On the other 
hand, we have 

Lemma (4.2). Let x e Y. Then the symbol map 

(cf (3.2))factors through the surjection 

K:«(!}X,iii)~SUpns~. 

Here the surjectivity of the last map follows from the facts that 
«(!}x,iii[ljp])X is generated by «(!}X,iiiY and 'Kx, and that 'KXj('KX)P"=O. By 
these facts, (4.2) follows from (3.3). 

The purpose of this section is to prove the following 

Theorem (4.3). Let X be as above. 
(1) For O<q<p-l, there exists an isomprohism 

compatible with symbol maps 

S~~M~,iii and S~~Jffq(Y>n(qh)iii (x e Y). 

(2) If 0 <q -::;;. r <p - 1, we have a canonical isomorphism 
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;Jtq(Y'n(q}y)(r-q)7;Jtq(Y'n(r}y) 

where (r-q) means the Tate twist. 

Note that by (3.6), 

;Jtq(Y'n(r}y)=O if r<p and q>r. 

In the following, we denote 

where (!)crys denotes the structural sheaf of the crystalline site, 

I n = Ker(Bn~O KfpnO K), 

J~r] the r-th divided power of I n (cf. [8] § 3). 
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Let f-/pn( 0 K) be the group of all pn_th roots of unity in OK. Then we have 
a homomorphism 

f-/pn( 0 K)~J~l]; C~[C] = log (~pn) 
def 

where ~ is any lifting of C to (!)crys, and f.. ([c])=[C]. This induces a map 
(defined by [10] for the syntomic sheaf S~) 

f-/pn( 0 K)~ HO( Y, Y' n(l)X) C H~rysCXnf Wn, (!)crys) 

and hence a canonical homomorphism 

(O~q~ r<p, X quasi-projective). 

The isomorphism of (4.3) (2) is induced by this homomorphism. By (4.3) 
and by the remark after it, we have 

Corollary (4.4). Let O~q<p-l, and assume that X is quasi-pro
jective. Then there exists a distinguished triangle 

The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of ( 4.3). We give some 
remarks on the proof. The problem is etale local, so we may assume that 
X is isomorphic to the affine space AOK' and hence that X is obtained by 
base change from a smooth scheme over W. Thus we may assume OK = W. 

So in the following, we assume that X is a smooth quasi-projective 
scheme over OK= W. From (4.7) on, we shall also assume that X has a 
frobeniusfwithout loss of generality. 
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We begin with 

Lemma (4.5). Define the homomorphism (): OK/pOK~BI by (}(x)=iP 
where i is any lifting o/x to B1• Fixing ap-th root (_p)I/P 0/ -p, let e= 
(){{ - p)I/P). 

(1) The homomorphism () induces an isomorphism 

OK/POK~BI/JtP]. 

(2) IjO<r<p, Jtr]/J~] is generated by f/ as a BI-module. 
(3) IjO~r<p,fr{er)= 1 mod Jtp]. 

(4) For I; e f1-p{ OK), we have 

Proof. (1) and (2) follow from [8] 3.4, and the proof of (4) is straight
forward. Finally (3) follows from [9] Lemma 5.4, by the relation described 
in [8] Section 3 between B" and the ring W{R) of [9]. 

Lemma (4.6). Let n> 1 and O<r<p. Then the complex 

d d d 
Jf:] ®wn lV Xn ~Jf:-l] ®w J)L ~ ... ~Jf:-q] ®w .. .oi .. ~ ... 
(deg.O) (deg. 1) (deg. q) 

represents J~:1 in D{Yet). Here d denotes l®d. 

Proof. Let L be a finite extension of K, and let Spec{OL)~Z be an 
immersion where Z is a smooth W-scheme having a frobenius. Then, 
X'=X®w OI. is embedded in XXwZ. We have 

D x,{X X w Z)::::; X X w Dspec (OL)(Z) 

by [2] 3.21. So, Jf:,l, ,Xxw z is isomorphic to the tensor product of com
plexes Jt~Pec(OL),ZQ9W .. .o"x;". By [8] Section 3 Theorem 1, the lemma fol
lows by a limit argument. 

From now on, we assume that X has a frobenius f. 

Corollary (4.7). The/ollowing complex represents 9',,(r).r in D(Yet): 

dO d1 

Jf:]®wn lVx .. ~(J~r-l)®w .. .oin)E9(Bn®w .. lVx .. )~· •• 

(deg.O) 
dq-l dq 
~(J~r-q]Q9w .. .oi .. )E9(B"Q9w .. .ot;l)~ .... 
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Here each d q is defined by 

(x, y)~(dx, (fr-l)(x)-dy). 

For a scheme T over Fp , let F: Q~~Q~/dQ~-l be the unique homo
morphism which satisfies 

F(ab:;ldb1/\· .. /\b;ldbq)=aPb:;ldb1/\· .. /\b;ldbq moddQ~-l 

for any local section a of <!J T and for any local sections bI> ... , b q of <!J'f 

([11] I. 2.1.4). 

Lemma (4.8). Let O<q< r<p-l. Then, there exists an exact 
sequence 

where P and Q are thefol/owing sheaves. Let c be the class of( _p)<r-q+l)/P 
in Ox/pOE. Then, P is the cokernel of 

w~F(w)-cw 

(Xl denotes X0Z/pZ). On the other hand, let 

Then, Q is the kernel of F -1: Q~~Q~/dQ~-l. 

Proof By (4.6), the triangle 9'l(rh~Jtl~E~~1- induces an exact 
sequence 

where 

f -1 
pI = Coker (J~T-q+l]0k Q'J.,:J~O~B10k £H(Q;'» 

f -1 
Q' =Ker (J~T-q]0k Q'f.,d~O/J~T-q+l]®k dQ'f.-l~Bl®k £q-l(Q;'». 

We show that there are canonical isomorphisms P ~pl and Q~Q'. 
First, by fr =pfr+l =0 on J~T-q+2]®k Q'f.:J~o, we see that 

pI ~Coker (Jtr-q+l]fJ~r-q+2]®kQtJ~/~Bl/J~r-q+2]®k £H(Q;' ». 
Thus pI is a quotient of Bl/J~P]®k £H(Q;'), whereas P is a quotient of 
Qt l • By using (4.5), it is seen easily that the isomorphism 
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8@F 
Q'L-l==-O-!pO-~ Qq-l---+B jJ[p)rx:- £Q-l(n.) 

Xl - K K'Clk Y ~ 1 1 'Clk Uy 

induces P ~P' by passing to the quotients. 
Next we prove Q~Q'. Sincelr=O on J~r-q+l)0k Q'f,.,d=O, we see 

f -1 Q' ==-Ker (J[r-Q)jJ[r-q+1)~ Qq ~B jJ[r-q+l)~ £q(Q')) 
- 1 1 'Clk Y,d=O 1 1 'Clk Y . 

Let 

For any integer i>O, let ai=( _pyr- Q)(p-l)-l(l-p-i), and let Mi (resp. Ni) 
be the B1-submodule of M (resp. N) generated by 8(ai+1)0Q'f,.,d=0 (resp. 
8(ai)0 (Q'f,./dQ'f,.-l)). Let M~ (resp. N~) be the B1-submodule of M (resp. 
N) generated by [,y-Q 0 Q'f,.,d=O (resp. [,y-q 0 Q'f,.jdQ'f,.-l) where, is a primi
tive p-th root of unity. Then by (4.5), we have 

We can show easily Ur-l)(Mi)CNi for O::;::;'i < 00. 

We prove 

Indeed, for O::;::;'i<oo, Ir-l=lr: MijMi+l-+NijNi+l and this map is in
jective as is easily seen from (4.5). Consequently, Ir-I: MjM~-+N/N~ 
is injective and hence Ker Ur -I : M -+ N) = Ker Ur -1: M~ -+ N~). On 
the other hand, by (4.5) we have a commutative diagram 

M 

1111 1111 1 
R01c Q'f,. ---+R0k Q'f,.jdQ'f,.-l x p0w 

x0w~xP0F(w)-x0w 

where R= Ox/p(p-l-r+ q)/(p-l)Ox' This proves Ker(lr-l: M~-+N~)~Q. 
In the following, we use the notation 

p-l Ti 
e(T) = L: -.- E Zp[T]. 

i=O l! 
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(2) e( - T)= [H.:1 (1- Ti)p(i)/i mod TPZp[[T]] (f-/: Moebiusfunction). 
(3) e(TP)e(T)-P=.e(-pT) modpTPZAT]. 

Proof The congruence (1) is classical. For (2), see [5] III Section 1. 
We can prove easily the congruence (3) modulo (p) and also modulo (TP), 
but (p) n (TP)=(pTP). 

In the following, by fixing a primitive pn-th root of unity t;, we call 
the composite map 

(4.2) tt-4[\:y-qt 
S~/pnS~~.?Ifq(Y'n(q)x)x ).?Ifq(Y'n(r)x},; 

(O;;;'q~,r<p) the symbol map. 

Lemma (4.10). Let 0;;;,q::;'r<p-1, and let the exact sequence 

a p 
o~P~.?Ifq(Y'I(rh)~Q~O 

be as in (4.8). Let x E Y. 
(1) The stalk ax factors as 

where the first arrow is induced by 

(4.10.1) Qs.-I_ ~SUpS~ 
.al,X 

ab11dbJ\ ... i\b;2 1dbq_II--)-{e( -aCt; _l)P-1-r+ q), hl> .. " hq_I} 

(t; is the fixed primitive p-th root of unity, and a and hi denote liflings to (9x). 
(2) The composite 

symbol Px 
SUpS~~.?Ifq(Y'I(r )X};;~Qx 

is the unique map which sends {aI' "', aq} (al> "', aq E ((9x,x)X) to a11daIi\ 
... i\a;ldaq. 

The proof of (2) is easy and we omit it. 

Proof of (1). We first show that the map (4.10.1) is well defined and 
annihilates dQ'!r:~. For any local ring A, the kernel of 

A®Ax® ... ®Ax--,»QqjdQH; a®b10.· .0bqt-4ab11dbIi\ .. · i\b;ldbq 
~ 

q times 

is generated by element of the form ao0:110· .. 0:1q (each ai E AX) such 
that ai=a j for some i~j ([4] (4.2)). So, it is sufficient to show 
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{e(-aG:-1)P-l-r+ q), a}=O in S!/pS! (a e (1)x,:;;), 

but this follows easily from (4.9) (2). 
Next, from (4.8) (3), it is deduced that the map (4.10.1) annihilates 

elements of the form 

aPb11db1 A· . . l\b~!.ldbq_l-CablldblA·· . Ab~!.ldbq_l 

(a e (1)x,,:;;, bl> .. " bq E (1)x,,:;;)X) where c is the class of (_p)(r- Q+l)/P (cf. 
(4.9». Thus, (4.10.1) induces P:t~SUpS~. 

Finally we prove that the diagram 

is commutative. (The proof is rather long.) By (4.7), .1't'Q(.9'I(r)z) is the 
cohomology sheaf of the complex 

Let a e (1)x,:;; and let b1, •• " bq_1 be elements of «(1)x,:;;)X such that j(bi ) = 
bfmodp2 (l Si<q-l). By changing f if necessary, we may assume that 
P:;; is generated by the classes of ab11db1A· .. Ab~!.ldbq_l where a, bl> .. " 
bq _ 1 are as taken here. Let Ii e Bl!i9w. (1)x.,:;; be a lifting of a modp2, let 
t e B2 be a lifting of (,_1)P-l-r+ q e OK/P20g such that f(t)=I1' (for ex
ample, we can take as t the p2-th power of any lifting of (,_I)(1'-l-r+ Q)/p. 

e OK/p20 K to B2), and let 

u=e(tli) E (B2®w. (1)x.,:;;)X. 

By the definition of the product structure (Section 2), the image of 
ab11db1A· .. Ab~!.ldbq_l in £Q(.9'tCr)z):;; under 

P:t~SUps~~£q(.9'I(r)z):;; 
coincides with the class of 

where 
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v= -[,y-qu-1duAb11dbJ\' .. Ab;;}ldbq_1, 

W= -[,y-q(p-llog(f(u)u-P))blldblA· .. Ab;;:'ldbq-l. 

Note that on the other hand, azCab11db1A· .. Ab;;:'ldbq_l) e yt'q(Y'1(rh1z 
coincides with the class of (0, O(a)b11dbIA ... Ab;;:'ldbq _ 1). We have easily 
v e J~r-q+l]®k .Q~,.1i,d=O and hence 

On the other hand, by (4.9) (3) andf(t)=t P, we obtain 

w=[,y-qtii'b11db1/\· . . /\b;;:'ldbq_1 mod JtP]®k .Qt~/d.Qt:. 

From this we have 

we Jtr-q+l]®k .Q'!.-~/d.Q'!.-:, 
.r. ,.1; .r. ,:Ii 

fr(w) =O(a)b11db1/\ ••• Ab;;:'ldbq_l 

Since the class of (dw, (fr -1)(w)) in yt'q(Y'I(r)x).1i is zero, the class of (v, w) 
coincides with that of 

(v, w)+(dw, (fr-l)(w))=(O, O(a)b11dbl /\· .. Ab;;:'ldbq_1). 

This completes the proof of (4.10). 

Lemma (4.11). Let O<q<r<p-l and let x e Y. 
(1) The symbol map SUpnS~~yt'q(Y'n(rhh is surjective for any 

x e Y, and is bijective if x is a generic point of Y. 
(2) In the case n= 1, more precisely, let U be the subgroup of SUpS~ 

generated by elements of the form 

Then the restriction of the symbol map SUpS~~yt'q(Y'I(r)x).1i to U is in
jective, and we have a commutative diagram 

whose vertical arrows are bijective. Here l.I(q)y,.1i denotes the kernel of 
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and d log denotes the map 

Here, in the diagram in (2), the existence of the left vertical iso
morphism is easily seen. Note that the map dlog in this diagram is 
surjective by [11] I, 2.4.2, and it is bijective if x is a generic point of Y by 
[4] Section 2. 

Remark (4.12). O. Gabber (unpublished) proved that dlog is bijective 
for any x (he proved K:(A)/p;:EV(q)A for quite general A including (1Jy,Z as 
above). Ifwe use his result, we have SUpnS~;:E;lfq(Yn(r);r)z improving 
(4.11) which will simplify the arguments in the rest of this section. 

Proof of (4. 11). By the diagram 

(1) is reduced to the case n=I and hence to (2). 
For a rational number s>O, let Us be the subgroup of SUpS~ gener

ated by elements of the form 

Then, (4.10) shows that for s=(p-I-r+q)/(p-I), we have the following 
commutative diagram of exact sequences in which the left vertical arrow is 
bijective. 

Furthermore, the right vertical arrow is surjective by [11] I, 2.4.2. So it 
remains to prove that U/Us~Qz (s=(p-I-r+q)/(p-l)) is injective 
and that the composite map ;lfq(Ylr)x)z-*Qz-*lJ(q)y,Z induces an iso
morphism ;lfq(Y1(r);r)z/Im(U);:Ev(q)y,z' The former fact is reduced to 
the following (4.13). For the latter fact, it suffices to prove that the map 
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U~Ker (Q.;;~lJ(q)y,.;;) is surjective, and this is reduced to the following 
(4.14) (note that OK/P'OK is an inductive limit of artinian local rings). 

Lemma (4.13). Let x e Y. For a rational number s such that O<s 
<1, let A.=(!Jx,.;;/p'(!Jr,.;;. Let U and Us be as above. Then, the restriction 
of the map 

(aI, "', aq e «(!Jx,.;;Y) to U/U. is injective. 

Proof It is sufficient to prove that for O<s< 1/2, the induced map 
U,/U2.~Q'i •• is injective. Let Q'i;l~ U./UZ8 be the surjective homo
morphism 

ab11dbl /\· .. /\b;~ldbq_ll---+{l +p'ii, hI, .. " hq_l}. 

Then, this map annihilates Q'i;,~~o. Indeed, Q'i;,~~o is generated by dQ'i;2 
and elements of the form aPb11dbl /\ ... /\b;~ldbq_1> but 

Now the composite map 

q-l/nq-l / ,nq p-s nq QA. ~4A"d=O~U, Uz,~p ~4A •• ~~4A. 

is just wl-'>dw, and hence the second arrow is injective. 

Lemma (4.14). Let R be an artinian local ring over Fp and let A be a 
local ring which is essentially smooth over R. Then, for any ideal I of R 
such that R =1= I, the sequence 

F-l 
(1 +IA)®(AX)®(q-1)~IQ'i/R~Q'i/R/dQ'i,j, 

is exact, where the first map is given by al®· .. ®aql-'>a11dal /\ ... /\a;ldaq. 

Proof We may assume [2=0. Then, F: IQ'i/R~Q'i/R/dQ'i/~ is the 
zero map, and IQ'i/RndQ'i,lt=I.dQ'i,lt as dQ'i,lt is an R-direct summand 
of Q'i/R' But for tel and a e A, 

t.d(ab11dbl /\· . . /\b;~ldbq_l) 

=(1+ta)-ld(1+ta)/\b11dbl/\·· ./\b;~ldbq_I' 

Now we can prove Theorem (4.3). Let S be the set of generic points 
of Y, and let t': U.es Spec (/C(lJ»~Y be the canonical morphism. By [4] 
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Section 5, the symbol map SUpnS%-+M~,x is bijective if XES. So, by 
(4.11) (1), we have an isomorphism 

!"*(Jf'q(9' nCr )x»::::; !"*(M~) 

(we neglect the Tate twist by fixing a primitive pn-th root of unity). This 
defines a homomorphism Jf'q(9'n(r}.r)-+!"*!"*(M~). By [4] Section 6, the 
canonical map M~-+!" * !"*(M~) is injective, and the diagram 

shows that the image of Jf'Q(9'n(r)x) in !"*!"*(M~) is contained in the image 
of M~. Thus we obtain a homomorphism 

which is compatible with the symbol maps. We prove that this is an iso
morphism. For this, we may assume n= l. By [4] Section 4 and Section 
6, the composite U-+Jf'Q(9'l(r)x)X-+Ml,x is injective (x E Yand U is as in 
(4.11». So the commutative diagram 

Chapter II Application to Schemes with Hodge-Witt Reduction 

§ 1. Varieties of Hodge-Witt 

As in [12] IV (4.6), a smooth proper variety Y over k is called of 
Hodge-Witt if the W-modules HQ(Y, WQy) are of finite type over W. 
Then, Y is of Hodge-Witt if and only if the spectral sequence 

degenerates. 
In this section (resp. the next section), for a smooth proper scheme Y 

over k (resp. a smooth projective scheme X over W of dimension < p), 
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we give a sufficient and necessary condition for Y (resp. for XQ9w k) to be 
of Hodge-Witt, in terms of F-gauges (resp. filtered Dieudonne modules) 
associated to Y (resp. to X). (See Theorem (1.16) and Theorem (2.15).) 

The theory of F-gauges described below was developed by Ekedahl 
and Fontaine. All results of this section are essentially contained in 
Ekedahl [17], but since some definitions and results (e.g. the part concern
ing GHm(Y/k» seem not explicitly given in [17], we give the self-contained 
introduction to their theory and a complete proof of (1.16). 

(1.1) An F-gauge over k is a graded W-module D=$jEZDi endowed 
with W-linear maps F: D~D and V: D~D such that F is of degree I and 
V is of degree -1 satisfying F· V= V.F=p, and with a a-linear iso-

morphism rp: Doo~D_oo where 

Doo = lim (Dr.!..~Di+1L . .. ) 

D_oo=lim (Di~Di_l~· .. ). 
F-gauges over k form an abelian category which we denote by FGk • 

(1.2) Let Y be a smooth proper variety over k. For me Z and 
n> 1, we define the F-gauge GHm(y/wn ) as follows. For i e Z, let 
WnQ~(i) be the complex on Y 

where (WnQ~)' is the image of F: WQ~~WnQ~ and c: (WnQ~)'~WnQ~ 
is the unique map for which the diagram 

is commutative. (The existence of C follows from the injectivity of "p".) 
The F-gauge D=GHm(y/wn ) is defined as follows: 

for i e Z, 

F: Di~Di+l (resp. V: Di~Di_l) is the map induced by the following 
homomorphism of complexes 
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d d doC, d d n' 3 
(Wn(liy)<aJ--» . .. --»«WnQ~ )')<aJ--» WnQy+l --» WnQ~+2--» Wn'~y+ --» ... 

11 11 lpF lp lp 
,j.. d d ,j.. d doC d , 

(Wn(liy)<aJ--» . .. --» (WnQ~)(a) --»«WnQ~+1)')(a)--»WnQ~+2-> WnQy+3--» . .. 

(resp. 
d d d doC, d ,d 

(Wn(liy)<a)--» . .. --» (WnQ~-l)(') -,>«WnQ~)')(aJ--» WnQy+l--» WnQy+2--» . .. 

(Wnt)(,)~ ... ~«w.J;,)')<a)~ t,Q~ ~Wnt+l--»Wnk+2-~' .. ) 
and cp: Doo-->D_ oo is induced by the identity map (WnQ;"yul-->WnQ;". 

In the case n=I, we denote GHm(y/w1) by GHm(Y/k)" We denote 
by GHm(y/w) the F-gauge D such that Di= limn Hm(y, WnQ;"(i)) with 
fI, V and cp obtained as the inverse limits of those of GHm(y/wn). We 
remark that the procomplex "lim" WnQ:r:(i) is isomorphic to WQ"(i, 1) of 
Nygaard ([12] III § 3). 

Lemma (1.3). The map WnQ;"(i)~Wn+1Q;"(i) is injective and the 
canonical map Wn+1Q;"(i)/p Wn+1Q;"(i)-->Q;"(i) is a quasi-isomorphism. So, 
in the derived category, we have a distinguished triangle 

This is proved just as the case of WnQ;"~ Wn+1Q;"~Q;" given in 
[11] I (3.13). 

Corollary (1.4). (1) There are long exact sequences 

... ~GHm(Y/Wn)~GHm(Y/Wn+l)~GHm(Y/k) 

~GHm+l(Y/Wn)~GHm+l(Y/Wn+l)~GHm+l(Y/k)~ . .. , 

... ~GHm(Y/W)~GHm(Y/W)~GHm(Y/k) 

~GHm+l(Y/W)~GHm+l(Y/W)~GHm+l(Y/k)~ . ... 

(2) Each graded component GHm(Y/W)i (i E Z) is afinitely generated 
W-module. 

Here (2) follows from the second exact sequence in (1). 
Now we give the definition of an F-gauge of Hodge-Witt. We say 

that an interval I in R is integral if any endpoint of I is an integer. (The 
intervals [r, 00) and (r, 00) for r E Z are integral as they have unique 
endpoint r.) 

Definition (1.5). Let I be a closed integral interval. As in [17] II 2.1 
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(ii), we say that an F-gauge D is of level J if F: Dc-+Di+1 is an isomorphism 
for any i:2':sup(J) and V: Dr-+Di_1 is an isomorphism for any i;;;;;inf(J). 

Definition (1.6). We say that an F-gauge D is of Hodge-Witt if the 
following two conditions are satisfied. 

(1.6.1) Each Di (i E Z) is a W-module of finite type. 

(1.6.2) As an F-gauge, D is isomorphic to the direct sum of a finite 
family of F-gauges each of whose members is of level [i, i+l] for some 
i E Z (i may depend on each member). 

We denote by FGk,HW the full subcategory of FGk consisting of all F
gauges of Hodge-Witt. This subcategory has the following nice properties. 

Proposition (1.7). (1) If D and D' are F-gauges of Hodge-Witt and 
h: D-+ D' is a homomorphism of F-gauges, the F-gauges Ker (h) and 
Coker (h) are F-gauges of Hodge- Witt. 

(2) Let 0-+ D' -+ D-+ D" -+0 be an exact sequence of F-gauges and 
assume that D' and D" are of Hodge-Witt. Then D is of Hodge-Witt. 

Corollary (1.8). The category FGk,HW is abelian. 

For the proof of (1.7), we give some preliminaries. 

Definition (1.9). A Dieudonne module over k is a W-module L 
having a a-linear homomorphism F: L-+L and a a-I-linear homomorphism 
V: L-+L such that F 0 V = V 0 F=p. 

To a Dieudonne module L, we associate an F-gauge D as follows: 

Di=L ifi<O, Di=DU) ifi>l, 

F: Di-+Di+1 is p: L-+L if i<O (resp. is F; L-+DU) if i=O, resp. 
is the identity map Dq)-+Dq) if i>O), 

V: Di+I----+Di is the identity map L----+L if i<O 

(resp. is V: Dq)-+L if i=O, resp. isp: DU)-+DU) ifi>O), 

<p: Doo----+D_oo is the identity map Dq)----+L. 

We see easily 

Lemma (1.10). The above correspondence induces an equivalence be
tween the category of Dieudonne modules over k and the category ofF-gauges 
over k of level [0, 1]. 

By the theory of Dieudonne modules (cf. [5] Ch. III for example), we 
have 
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Corollary (1.11). Let D be an F-gauge of Hodge-Witt. Then, D has 
a direct decomposition in FGk 

(1.11.1) D=( EB D[!])EB( EB D(!,!+I» 
iEZ iEZ 

such that for each i e Z, D[!] is an F-gauge of level [i, i] and the translation 
D(!,!+I) [i] is the F-gauge corresponding to a Dieudonne module L (under 
the correspondence (1.10» such that F: L~L and V: L~L are topologi
cally nilpotent for the p-adic topology. (The translation D[m] of an E
gauge D is defined in the evident way.) 

Definition (1.12). Let D be an F-gauge of Hodge-Witt, and let 1 be 
an integral interval which need not be closed. We say that D is of level 1 
if D has a direct decomposition as (1.11.1) such that D[!] = 0 unless i e 1 
and D(!,i+I)=O unless (i, i+l)c/' 

By (1.11), for a closed integral interval, the definition (1.12) coincides 
with (1.5). 

Lemma (1.13). Let 1 be an integral interval and J a closed integral 
interval such that InJ=rjJ. Let D be an F-gauge of Hodge-Witt of level 1 
such that each D! is of finite length over W. On the other hand, let D' be an 
F-gauge of level J. Then 

Hom (D, D')=(O), Hom (D', D) =(0), 

Extl (D, D')=(O), Extl (D', D) =(0). 

Here Hom and Extl are taken with respect to the abelian category FGk • 

Proof By translation and by the theory of Dieudonne modules, it 
suffices to consider the following two cases. 

(1) 1=[0,0]. 
(2) 1= (0, 1) and the Dieudonne module corresponding to D satisfies 

F=V=O. 
In these cases, the proof of Hom=(O) is straightforward, and so we 

consider the proof of Extl=(O). We give here the proof of Extl (D, D')= 
(0) assuming 1=(0, 1), J = [1, 00) and assuming that the Dieudonne module 
corresponding to D satisfies F= V =0. The proofs for the other cases are 
similar and left to the reader. 

Consider an exact sequence of F-gauges 

0----+ D' ----+ E ~ D----+O. 

Our task is to define a section D~E. The commutative diagram of exact 
sequences 
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O~D~~E!~D!~O 

171111 171 °1 
O~D~~Eo~Do~O 

go 

shows that g! induces an isomorphism 
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Let h!: D!-+E! be the inverse of this isomorphism. For i > 1, let hi: 
D j-+ Ei be the composite 

Let hoo: Doo-+Eoo be the inductive limit of(hi)j~! and let h_ oo : D_oo-+E_ oo be 
the unique homomorphism such that ({JEohoo=h_oo0({Jn. For i~O, we 
define hi: Di-+Ej to be the composite 

D by V's D h-oo E by V's 
i~ -oo~ _oo~Ei. 

Then, it is easily seen that (hi)iEz is a section of g: E-+D. 

Corollary (1.14). Let I and J be integral intervals such that In J = rp 
and let D (resp. D') be an F-gauge of Hodge- Witt of level I (resp. J). Then, 

Hom (D, D')=(O), Ext! (D, D')=(O). 

Proof This follows from (1.13) applied to DjpnD and D'jpnD' (n> 1) 
by the inverse limit argument. 

Corollary (1.15). For an F-gauge D of Hodge- Witt the direct decom
position (1.11.1) is unique. 

Now, Proposition (1.7) is a consequence of (1.14). 

Theorem (1.16). Let Y be a smooth proper variety over k. Then the 
following four conditions are equivalent. 

(i) Yis of Hodge-Witt. 
(ii) The F-gauges GHm(Yjk) are of Hodge-Wittfor all m. 
(iii) The F-gauges GHm(YjWn) are of Hodge- Witt for all m and n. 
(iv) The F-gauges GHm(YjW) are of Hodge-Wittfor all m. 

Proof For q, r E Z, Hq(y, W.Q y) (resp. Hq(y, W.Qyjp) where W.Qyjp 
= W.Qyjp W.Q y) is a Dieudonne module with the usual operators F and V. 
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By writting the corresponding F-gauge (1.10) by D, we define AV (resp. 
BV) to be the translation D[ -r]. By the definitions of GHm(y/w) and 
GHm(Y/k), and by (1.3), we have spectral sequences 

(1.17.1) 

(1.17.2) 

Er,q=AV==,;?GH*(Y/W) 

EI,q=BV==,;?GH*(Y/k). 

Assume now that Y is of Hodge-Witt. From the fact that the slope 
spectral sequence of Y degenerates, it is easily deduced that the spectral 
sequence (1.17.1) degenerates. Consequently, in FGk , GHm(y/w) has a 
filtration whose graded quotients are isomorphic to A'}'m-q (O<q~m). By 
(1. 7) (2), this shows that G Hm( Y/ W) is of Hodge-Witt. Next, the equiva
lence (ii){=}(iii) and the implication (iv):::}(ii) follow from (1.4) and (1.7). 

Finally we prove (ii):::}(i). To prove that Hq(y, WQ;.) are of finite 
type for all q and r (i.e. that Y is of Hodge-Witt), it is sufficient to show 
that Hq(y, WQ;./p) are finite dimensional over k for all q and r. Let 
WQ~r(i) be the (degree >r)-part of WQ~(i) (so, the degree j part of 
WQ~r(i) is that of WQ~(i) if j?:r, and is zero if j <r). Let B'j/",r be the 
F-gauge whose i-th graded component is Hq(y, WQ~r(i)/p) and whose F, 
V and cp are defined just as in the definition of GHq (Y/W). Then, B,},,,,r 
is of level [r, 00), and we have a long exact sequence 

We prove the following statements by induction on r. 

(Sr) B~,"'r are of Hodge- Witt for all q. 

(S~) BV are of Hodge- Witt for all q. 

Note that (S~) is sufficient for the proof of the finiteness of Hq(y, WQ;./p). 
By assumption, (So) is true. We prove that (Sr) implies (Sr+l) and (S~). 
Let B,},,,,r =pqEBQq be the direct decomposition such that pq (resp. Qq) is 
of level [r+ 1, 00) (resp. [r, r+ 1». 

Claim (1.17.3). The image of B'}'",r+l~Bpr coincides with pq. 

Indeed, the composite B'}'",r+l~B,¥"'r ~Qq is zero by (1.13), and 
hence it is sufficient for the proof of (1.17.3) to show the composite pq~ 
B,¥"'r~BV is zero. The graded k-module EBiEZ(BV)i/vn(BV)i is a 
quotient F-gauge of BV, and is of Hodge-Witt oflevel [r, r+ 1). Since 
each (BV)i/ P(BV)i is finite dimensional over k and (BV)i = J.!mn (BV)d 
P(BV)i' the vanishing of pq~BV follows from (1.13). 

Now, by (1.17.3) we have an exact sequence of F-gauges 
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Consider the following diagram of exact sequences induced by the maps 
V of the F-gauges in (1.17.4) 

(1.17.5) 
O--+(Qq)r+l--+Hq(y, WQ~/p)--+(B'Vl,;;;r+l)r+l--+(Pq+l)r+l--+0 

1 1v 1111 1 
0--+ (Qq)r --+Hq(y, WQ~/p)--+ (B'V 1,;;;r+1)r --+ (Pq+l)r --+0. 

Since (Pq+l)i (resp. (Qq)i) has the same finite dimension for any i (this is a 
property of an F-gauge of Hodge-Witt annihilated by p), one sees from 
(1.17.5) 

dimk Coker (V)=dimk Ker (V), where Vis as in (1.17.5). 

Since Hq(y, WQ~/p) is a module of finite type over the non-commutative 
ring k[[V]], this implies that Hq(y, WQ~/p) is finite dimensional over k. 
Hence B'V is of Hodge-Witt, and by (1.7) and (1.17.4), we see that Bf::;;;r+l 
is also of Hodge-Witt. 

§ 2. Filtered Dieudonne module of Hodge-Witt 

(2.1) As in Fontaine-Laffaille [9], by a filtered Dieudonne module 
over W, we mean a W-module M endowed with the following structures. 

(2.1.1) A decreasing filtration (Mi)iEZ by W-submodules such that 
Mi=O for i»O and Mi=Mfor i~O. 

(2.1.2) A family of a-linear homomorphisms (Il: Mi-,>-M)iEZ such 
that for each i, the restriction of cpi to Mi+l coincides with pcpi+l. 

As in Winterberger [14], we denote by MFw,tf the category of filtered 
Dieudonne modules over W satisfying the following conditions. 

(2.1.3) For each i, Mi is of finite type over W. 

(2.1.4) For each i, Mi is a direct summand of M (as a W-sub
module). 

(2.1.5) 

Then, MFw,tf is an abelian category by [14] 1.4.1. 
The contents of this section is as follows. First, we shall show that 

if X is a projective smooth scheme over W, and if m<p or dim (X)~p, 
then the de Rham cohomology H'J!;R(X) has a structure of an object of 
MFw,tf' (This fact was proved in Fontaine [8] assuming that H"tR(X) is 
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torsion free.) Next we shall define a full subcategory MFw,HW of MFw,t! 
consisting of objects of Hodge-Witt, and we prove that if dim(X)<p, 
H'l;R(X) are of Hodge-Witt for all m if and only if X®w k is of Hodge
Witt (See (2.15)). 

(2.2) We begin with the study of the relation between filtered 
Dieudonne modules and F-gauges. Let MF'w,t! be the following category. 
An object D of MF'w,t! is an F-gauge over k endowed with a W-sub
module Di of Di for each i E Z satisfying the following conditions (2.2.1)
(2.2.4). 

(2.2.1) Each Di is of finite type over W. 

(2.2.2) There are integers m, n such that the F-gauge D is of level 
in [m, n] and such that Di=Di if i:::;;'m and Di=O if i~n. 

(2.2.3) V(Di)CDi-1 for any i. 

(2.2.4) The sequence 

is exact. 
Note that the condition (2.2.4) is equivalent to the exactness of 

(2.2.5) O Di (V, p) D ffiD/F, -l)D 0 
-----+ ) i-11L1 ~ i--)- • 

The morphism in MF'w,t! is defined in the evident way. 

Lemma (2.3). The two categories MFw,t! and MF'w,t! are equivalent. 

The definition of the equivalence is the following. For an object M 
of MFw,t!, we define the corresponding object D of MF'w,t! as follows. 
Let Di=Mi for all i. For i <,{O, let Di=M, F: Di---+Di+1 the multiplica
tion by p, and V: D;---+Di_1 the identity map. We proceed by induction 
on i. Assume that Di_1 and the inclusion Di-1CDi_1 are already defined. 
Then, Di is defined as the push out 

Mi~Mi-1 =Di-1~Di_1 

pl ~ 
.Mi=Di ........................ ~Di' 

and the map F: Di_1---+Di and the inclusion Di~Di are defined as the 
dotted arrows in this diagram. The map V: Di---+Di _ 1 is defined to be the 
unique homomorphism such that Vo F=p and such that the composite 
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maps Mi-+Di~Di_l and Mi~Mi-l-+Di_l coincide. Finally, the 
map q;: D 00 -+ D _ 00 is defined to be the unique homomorphism such that 
the composite 

. c F's 'P 
M'--+Di--+Doo--+D _00 =M 

coincides with q;i for any i. By [14] 1.6, q; is an isomorphism. It is clear 
that D satisfies the conditions (2.2.1)-(2.2.4). 

Conversely, for an object D of MF'w,tf' we define the corresponding 
filtered Dieudonne module M as follows . 

. h' f h . D' v's D Let M=D_ oo , M' t e Image 0 t e composIte '~Di--+ -00' 
and let q;i; Mi-+ M be the composite 

iV'S . F's 'P 
M 7D'--+Doo--+D-oo. 

To see that M is an object of MFw,tf' the only non-trivial thing is that 
Mi is a direct summand of M. To show this, it suffices to prove that the 
maps Mi/pnMi-+Mi-l/pnMi-l are injective for all n:2':1 ([14] 1.5.3), and 
so it suffices to show the injectivity of V: Di/pnDi-+Di_l/pnDi_l' Let Ti 
be the kernel of this map. Then, by (2.2.5), we have an exact sequence 

from which we obtain 

I(DjpnDi) =1(Di_1/pnDi_1) +1(Ti)' 

Here I means the length over W. However, for i ~ ° and j <{ 0, 

Thus we have Ti =0 for all i. 

(2.4) Let X be a projective smooth scheme over W. We show that 
if m<p or if dim(X)~p, the de Rham cohomology groups H'l'iR(X)= 
Hm(x, Q:rlw) and H'l'iR(Xn) = Hm(Xn' Q:rnIWn) (n>l) have structures of 
objects of MFw,tf' Let n> 1. Let M =H'l'iR(Xn) and let (Mi)iEZ be the 
Hodge-filtration on M, i.e. the filtration induced by the spectral sequence 

(2.4.1) 

Assume m<p or dim(X)~p. 
Hm(y, Qi!lwJ-+Mi is bijective. 
is defined to be 

Then, as in (2.5) (1) below, the map 
The homomorphism q;i: Mi-+M (i<p) 
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M i ~ Hm(y n:?i ) ~ Hm(y J[i] ) ii ~Hm(y E ) ~ ,;;4XnIW n = ,n,X,Z -r ,n,X,Z 

(Y=XQ9wk) with the notations in Ch. I Section 1. (Note MP=O). 

Proposition (2.5). Let X be as above and assume that m<p or dim (X) 
~p. Letn>l, Then; 

(1) The map Hm(y, Qi~/wJ-,>-H'l!;R(Xn) is injective. Consequently, 
the Hodge spectral sequence 

EI,q=Hq(Xn , Q'XnlwJ==,?HER(Xn) 

(resp. EI,q=Hq(X, Q'Xlw)==,?HER(X» 

degenerates if dim (X) < p. 
(2) With the filtration and with the homomorphisms <pi defined above 

(in the case of H'l!;R(X), we take the inverse limit of the above definition), 
H'l!;R(Xn) (n;;:;; 1) and H'l!;R(X) become objects of MFw,t!. 

This (2.5) (2) is proved in [8] Section 1 under the assumption that 
HER(X) is torsion free. 

(2.6) LetZbeasin Ch. I Section 1, and fix m>O and n>1. To 
prove (2.5), we give some definitions. Let E~~:r,z=En,x,z and define the 
complex E~::r.M (r2l) by induction on r, to be the push out 

J[r] ~J[r-l] ----+E(r-l) 
plx,z n,X,Z nix,z 

J~:Jr:,z······················ .. -+Et~,z 

(cf. (2.3». We define an object D of MF'w,t! as follows. For 0;;;' i<p, 
let 

For i<O, let Di=Di=H'l!;R(Xn), For i2P, let Di=Hm(E::'x~k). The 
maps F, V and <p of D are defined following the method in the definitions 
in (2.3) except that for i> p, the map F: Di_1-,>-Di (resp. V: Di-,>-Di_l ) is 
defined to be the identity map (resp. to be the multiplication by p) and 
that <p is defined to be the map induced by fp-I: E~~x~k-'>-En,x,z. 

To see that D is indeed an object of MF'w,t! in the case m<p or 
dim (X)<p, it suffices to prove the following (2.6.1) and (2.6.2). 

Lemma (2.6.1). Let 0 <r <po Then, the map f,: Hq(E~k,z)-'>

Hq(En,x,z) (Hq=Hq(y, » is an isomorphism for q;;;'r. lfdim(X)-I:::::r, 
it is an isomorphism for any q. 
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Lemma (2.6.2). Let r<p. Then the sequence 

(cl (2.2.5)) is exactfor m<p. lfdim(X):::;;p, it is exact for any m. 

We first prove thatfr: Hq(E~:ic,z)~Hq(En,x,z) is bijective if q<r and 
is injective if q=r, and that it is bijective for any q if dim (X)-l ~r. For 
this, by Lemma (2.6.3) below, it is sufficient to prove that the map between 
cohomology sheaves!,.: 'ypq(Et!r,z)~;y'{q(En,x,z) is bijective if q<r and is 
injective if q=r, and that it is bijective for any q if dim (X)-l <r. This 
is a local problem and hence we may assume that X has a frobenius (and 
need not be projective). We may also assume n=1. Then, fr: Et},x~ 
E1,x,x is described as 

So we are reduced to the fact that fi induces an isomorphism .Q}~ 
.yp;(.Q~) ([2] Theorem 8.5). 

In the above argument, we used the following 

Lemma (2.6.3). Let E= (E~,j) and E' = «E')!,j) (s:2:2) be spectral 
sequences and let E~E' be a morphism of spectral sequences. Fix r E Z, 
s> 2 and assume that E!,j~(E')~,j (i, j E Z) is bijective if i + j < r and is 
injective if i+ j=r. Then E~'11~(E'n'11 is bijective if i+ j<r and is injective 
iji+j=r. 

We next prove (2.6.2) by induction on m. Let Cr be the co kernel of 
the map f3 in (2.6.2). By induction on m, we may assume that a is in
jective and hence we have 

However, as we have seen above, the map fp-l: Hm(E;r-l»)~Hm(En) IS 

injective. Hence 

p-l 
I(Hm(En)):2:I(Hm(E;r-l)))=1(Hm(En)) + ~ I(C;). 

i=l 

This shows C;=O for I :::;;i<p. 

Finally, if 0 < q <p, the above argument shows I(Hq(E~q»)) = 
I(Hq(En)), and hence the injectionfq: Hq(E~q»)~Hq(En) is an isomorphism. 
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This completes the proofs of (2.6.1) and (2.6.2). 
Now, Proposition (2.5) is a consequence of the existence of the object 

D of MF~,tJ defined above, and of (2.3). 

Remark (2.6.4) (added after I received the preprint [18] and a letter of 
Prof. Messing). Proposition (2.5) (1) furnishes an algebraic proof of the 
degeneration of the Hodge spectral sequence 

Er,q=HQ(V, Q"v/F)~H~R(V/F) 

for a projective smooth scheme V over a field F of characteristic zero. *) 

The following is a modification of an argument by Fontaine and Messing 
in a letter of Prof. Messing to the author. Take a subring A of F which is 
of finite type over Z, a projective smooth scheme V over A such that V = 
VQ9AF, and a prime number p such that p is a prime element in A and 
dim (V)<p. It suffices to show that the Hodge spectral sequence for the 
scheme VQ9A A(p) over A(p) degenerates. Let k' be the residue field of A(p) 
and let k=(k')P-~. Then there is a faithfully flat embedding A(p)~W(k), 
and hence we are reduced to (2.5) (1). 

Definition (2.7). Let Xbe as in (2.6), and assume m<p or dim (X) 
-:::;;"p. We denote by H"f;R,n(X) the W-module H'l!iR(Xn) regarded as an 
object of MFw,tf as above. 

We next define and study filtered Dieudonne modules of Hodge-Witt. 
We give some preliminary definitions and lemmas. 

Definition (2.8). Let M be an object of MFw,tf and let 1 be a closed 
integral interval. We say that M is of level fif Mi=M for i<inf(l) and 
M H1 =O for i>sup (1). 

Definition (2.9). Let G: MFw,tJ~FGK be the composite functor 
MFw,tf (2~)MF~,tJ~FGk where the second arrow is the "forgetful 

functor". 
The following (2.10) is proved easily. 

Lemma (2.10). Let M be an object of MFw,tf and let 1 be a closed 
integral interval. Then, M is of level 1 in the sense of (2.8) if and only if 
G(M) is of level 1 in the sense of (1.5). 

Lemma (2.11). Let M be an object of MFw,tf which is offinite length 
over W. Let m e Z, and let S be a subobject of G(M) such that S is of level 

*> Added in proof: Better treatments of this problem have been given by 
Fontaine-Messing and Deligne-TIlusie. 
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(- 00, m] and such that G(M)/S is of level [m, 00). Then there exists a 
unique subobject L of Min MFw,tf such that S=G(L). 

Proof The uniqueness follows from the fact that G is a faithful exact 
functor between abelian categories. 

Let D be the object of MF~,tf corresponding to M. So, Dt = G(M)t 
and Di=Mi. Let st=St nMi where the intersection is taken in Dt • For 
the proof of the existence of L, it suffices to show that (St, Si)iEZ is a sub
object of M in MF~,tf. For this, it is sufficient to prove that the sequence 

(2.11.1) O i iT it' S/ i ---+S ---+Si_l---+ is---+O 

is exact for any i E Z. First, let i~m. By the surjectivity of F; D;_I~ 
Dt/Di (cf. (2.2.4», and by the bijectivity of V:Dt/Si~Di_l/Si_l which 
follows from the condition on the level of G(M)/ S, we see that the multi
plication by p=Fo Von Dd(Di+S;) is surjective. This proves Di=Di+ 
Si. Thus 

(2.11.2) 

Now the exactness of (2.11.1) follows easily from (2.11.2) and (2.2.4). 
Next, let i>m+ 1. By the injectivity of V: Si~Si_l' and by the bijectivity 

of F: Si_C-=~Si which follows from the condition on the level of S, we 
see that the multiplication by p on Si is injective. Hence Si=O and this 
proves the exactness of (2.11.1). 

Definition (2.12). Let M be an object of MFw,tf. We say that M 
is of Hodge-Witt if there is a finite sequence of subobjects (M(i)O~i;;;;r in 
MFw,tf such that 

and such that each M(i)/M(i_l) is of level [mi' mi+ 1] for some integer mi. 
We denote by MFw,HW the full subcategory of MFw,tf consisting of 

objects of Hodge-Witt. 

Proposition (2.13). Let M be an object of MFw,tf. Then, M is of 
Hodge- Witt if and only if the F-gauge G(M) is of Hodge- Witt. 

Proof The implication 

M E MFw,HW~G(M) E FGk,HW 

follows from (l.7) (2) and (2.10). The converse follows from 
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Lemma (2.14). Let M be an object of MFw,tf such that G(M) is of 
Hodge-Witt, let me Z,and let G(M)=SEF>T be the direct decomposition in 
FGk,HW such that S is of level ( - 00, m] and T is of level (m, 00). Then, 
there exists a unique subobject L of Min MFw,tf such that S=G(L). 

Proof. By (2.11), let Ln be the subobject of MjpnM such that G(Ln) 
= Sjpns in G(Mjpn M). Then, L = li!!!n Ln is the unique subobject of M 
such that G(L)=S. 

Theorem (2.15). Let X be a smooth projective scheme over W, and let 
Y=X®w k . 

(1) Assume m<p or dim(X)<p. Then, HTiR,l(X) (see (2.7» is of 
Hodge- Witt if and only if GH1n(Yjk) is of Hodge- Witt. 

Then 

(2) If dim (X) < p, the following three conditions are equivalent. 
( i ) Y is of Hodge- Witt. 
(ii) HTiR(X) are of Hodge- Witt as objects of MF w ,tf for all m. 
(iii) HTiR,n(X) are of Hodge- Witt for all m and n. 

By (2.13), (2.15) (1) is a consequence of 

Lemma (2.16). LetXbe as above and assume m<p or dim (X)<p. 

Proof Let r<p and let Etl.z be as in the proof of (2.6). By the 
definition of Et~,z, we have 

(2.16.1) E(r) = '±' (J[i] jJ[i+1J)ffiJ[r] . 
1,X,Z W 1,X,Z 1,X,Z W 1,X,Z 

O;:;i<r 

By using (2.16.1) we obtain a quasi-isomorphism 

(O<r<p) 

as follows. For O:S;;:i <r, let J~!l.zjJ~!k~1--+.Q;'(r) be the map of complexes 
whose component of degree t is 

J[i-t]/J[i-t+l]rO\ .Qt ~(!) rO\ .Qt ~.Qt 
Dl Dl \C:;IflZl Zl Dl\6J~Zl Zt Y 

if t < i, and is zero if t> i. Let Jtlz-+.Q;'(r) be the map of complexes 
whose component of degree t is 

J [r t]rO\ .Qt f r A1 rO\ .Qt nat·.Qt 
Dl- I(S;"ZI Zl~l;IDll(S;"'Zl Zl~ Y 

if t<r, and is the natural map (!)Dl®"'Zl.Q~l-+.Q~ if t>r. The map hr is 
defined as the sum of these maps with respect to the identification (2.16.1). 
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To see that hr is a quasi-isomorphism, we may assume that X has a 
frobenius (and need not be projective). Then, the map hr is described as 

( ) ( 0 n1 0 0 n d n 1 E{x,x= (!}y~~4y~···~ ~4y~~4Y+ ~ ... ) 

h~l tol d t1{ d d trl doC 111 
Qy(r) =«(!}y~Qy~ .. ·~QY,d=O~Qy+~·· .). 

This shows that hr (r E Z) are quasi-isomorphisms and induce G(H'FiR,l(X» 
~GHm(Y/k). 

Now we prove (2.15) (2). By (1.16) and by (2.15) (1), the condition 
(i) is equivalent to the fact that H'FiR,l(X) are of Hodge-Witt for all m. So 
we have (ii)=9(i) and (i)=9(iii). The implication (iii)=9(ii) follows by the 
inverse limit argument. 

§ 3. Theory of Fontaine-Laffaille 

Let K be the field of fractions of Wand K the algebraic closure of K. 
In this section, we apply the theory of Fontaine-Laffaille [9] concerning the 
functorial correspondence between filtered Dieudonne modules and p-adic 
representations of Gal (K/K), to filtered Dieudonne modules of Hodge
Witt. The definition of their correspondence was modified by Fontaine 
and Messing using the crystalline cohomology of 0x/pnOx (see [8] § 3), 
and we use this latter definition in the following. Let Bn> J~i], etc. be as in 
Ch. I Section 4. 

Definition (3.1) ([9] [14]). (1) Let MFw,!f be the full subcategory of 
MFw,tf consisting of all objects whose underlying W-modules are of finite 
length. Let MFty,tf (resp. MFty,!f) be the full subcategory of MFty,tf 
(resp. MFty,!f) consisting of objects oflevel [O,p-l]. 

(2) For an object M of MFty,!f and for 0< r<p, let ""'r(M) (resp. 
ArCM» be the kernel (resp. cokernel) of the homomorphism 

where n is any integer > 1 such that pn M = 0, 

and!,. is the unique map which coincides with.t:®SOr-i on each J~i]®wnMr-i 
(O<i<p). (The existence of!,. follows from the fact that J~i]/J~i+l] are 
free Wn-modules. It is clear that ""'rCM) and Ar(M) are independent of 
the choice of n.) 

Since the functors M >--+Mr are exact on the category MFw,!f (this is a 
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consequence of (2.3» and since J~i]/J~i+l] are free Wn-modules, we see that 
the functors M 1-+ Fit' (BnQ9wn M) (n is any integer such that pn M = 0) are 
exact on MFfv.!f. Consequently, 

Lemma (3.2). IjO-+D'-+D-+D"-+O is an exact sequence in MFfv.!f' 
we have an exact sequence 

O~trCD')~tr(D)~tr(D")~ArCD')~Ar(D) 

~ Ar(D")~O. 

(3.3) We recall the classification of simple objects of MFw.!f in the 
case k=k established in [9]. For an integer h~l and for a function i: 
Z/hZ-+Z, denote by E(h, i) the following object M of MFw.!f. As a W
module, M is the h-dimensional k-vector space with base (em)mEZ/hZ. For 
r E Z, MT is the subspace generated by em's such that im;;;;'r. The map cpT: 
MT-+Mis defined by 

if im=r 

ifim>r. 

If the period of i is just h (i.e. if the map i does not factor through 
Z/hZ-+Z/h'Z for any divisor h' of h different from h), E(h, i) is a simple 
object of MFw.!f. If k=k, any simple object of MFw.!f is isomorphic to 
such E(h, i) for a unique (h, i). 

The following proposition is a consequence of [9] Theorem 5.3, and 
so we omit the proof. 

Proposition (3.4). Let h> 1, i afunction Z/hZ-+Z such that O<im <p 
for any mE Z/hZ, and let O<r<p-l. 

(1) Ijr<suPm(im), then tr(E(h, i»=O. 
(2) Ij r > supm (im), tr(E(h, i» is an Fp-vector space of dimension h. 

There is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of all (ph -l)-th roots 
of -p and the set of all non-zero elements of tr(E(h, i» defined by 

a ~ I: fr_tmC8(a E}=. P'-'(Hm -'»)Qgem+1 E trCE(h, i» 
mEZ/h 

(aPh- 1= -p, see Ch. I Section 4for the definition of8: Og-+B1.) 

Definition (3.5). Let RepK.tf (resp. RepK.!f) be the category of all 
Zp-modules of finite type (resp. of finite length) endowed with a continuous 
action of Gal (K/K). 

By (3.4), D I-+trCD) (O~r<p-l) are functors MFfv.!f-+RepK.!f. 

Definition (3.6). (1) For an integer h;:::'l, let Xh: Gal (K/Knr)-+(Fph)X 
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be the unique homomorphism (Knr denotes the maximal unramified exten
sion of K) such that Xh(g) is the image of g(a)a- t in k for any g E 

Gal (K/ Knr) and for any (ph -1 )-th root a of any prime element of K. 
(2) For h"2:.1 and for a function i: Z/hZ--)-Z, let S(h, i) be the fol

lowing object of RepKnr,l!; S(h, i)=Fph, and an element g of Gal (K/Knr) 
acts on S(h, i) as the multiplication by 

Then, a simple object of RepKnr,l! is isomorphic to some S(h, i). 
Furthermore, 

tr(E(h, i))( -r)~S(h, i) if sup (im)~r<p-1 
m 

by (3.4) (2) ([9] Theorem 5.3). 

Corollary (3.7). Let M be an object of MFfv,l! and let O<r<p-l. 
(1) The canonical map tr_t(M)(l)--)-tr(M) induced by {Jpn(OR)--)-Bn 

(Ch. I Section 4) is injective. 
(2) Assume k = k, and let T be a simple subquotient of 

tr(M)( -r)/tr(M)(l-r). Then T is isomorphic to some S(h, i) such that 
infm (im)"2:.0 and sup"" (im)=r. If M is of Hodge- Witt, T is isomorphic to 
S(h, i) such that im=r or r-1 for any m and such that im=r for some m. 

Proposition (3.8). Let h?':. 1, i a function Z/hZ ~ Z such that 
O~im <p for any m E Z/hZ, and let O<r<p-l. Then; 

(1) Ifr~suPm(im) or r::;;:infm(im), then Ar(E(h, i))=O. 
(2) Ifinfm (im) <r < sup"" (im), then Ar(E(h, i)) is an infinite group. 

Proof Let E =E(h, i). Assume first r"2:.sup (im). Since j,.(Fil'+t (Bt 
0k E))=O, the image of Fil'+t (Bt0k E) in Ar(E) is zero. So it suffices to 
prove the surjectivity of 

Here, the groups on the both sides are BJJtPLmodules. Since Bt/JtP]~ 
OR/pOR (Ch. I (4.5)), we are reduced to (3.9) below. (To see the sur
jectivity off" usefr(a0?m)=j,._im(a)0em+t (a E J~r-im]) and Ch. I (4.5) (3).) 

Next assume r<inf(i",,). Then, Far (Bt0k E)=Bt0k E. So, it is 
easily seen that for each m, the image of Bt0em in Ar(E) is contained in the 
image of Bt0e",,+ l' We may assume im>r for some m (otherwise, im=r 
for any m and this case is very easy). For this m,fr(Bt0?m)=0 and hence 
the image of Bt0em in Ar(E) is zero. This proves Ar(E)=O. 

Finally assume inf(im)<r<sup (im). Then we find a, b E Z such that 
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a<b and ia>r>ib' and such that im=r if a<m<b. The composite map 

where s is the surjection 

is the zero map. This shows that Ar(E) is infinite. 

Lemma (3.9). Let R=OK/pOx, let M and N be R-modules of finite 
type, and letf: M-+N be a surjective additive map such that f(ax) = aPf(x) 
(Ya E R, Yx EM). Let h: M-+N be an R-homomorphism. Then,f+h: M 
-+N is surjective. 

Proof We may assumeM=N=Rn and f is the map (Xt)l;;i;i:;;n>-+ 
(Xf)l;;i;i;;;n. Let Ii: O'K-+O'K be an Ox-linear map which lifts h. Thus the 
morphism of schemes Aox-+Aox: x=(xi)t>-+(xf)t+li(x) is finite and faith
fully fiat, and hence it induces a surjection Ox-+Ox between the sets of 
Ox-rational points. This proves (3.9). 

Corollary (3.10). Let M be an object of MFfv.!J. 
(1) Let O<r<p-l. If Ar(M) is not zero, it is an infinite group. 
(2) If Mis of Hodge-Witt, Ar(M)=Ofor any O~r<p-l. If Mis 

not of Hodge-Witt, there is an integer r such that O<r<p-l and such that 
Ar(M) is an infinite group. 

Corollary (3.11). Let O<r<p-l. Then, the functor 'tr is exact on 
the full subcategory of MFfv.!J consisting of objects of Hodge- Witt. 

For an object M of MFfv.tJ of Hodge-Witt and for O<r<p-l, let 

'trCM) = lim 'tr(M/pnM), 
n 

which is an object of RepK.tJ. 

Proposition (3.12). Let M be an object of MFfv.tJ of Hodge-Witt and 
let O~r<p-l. Then, there is a p-divisible group rover W without multi
plicative part such that the Tate module TiT) satisfies 

Qp®zp TiT) == Qp®zp 'tr(M)/( 'tr_l(M)(I» 

as Qp[Gal (K/ K)]-modules. 

Proof By (2.14) and (3.4), we may assume that the F-gauge corre-
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sponding to M is of level (r -1, r]. Let M[r] be the translation (defined 
by (M[r])t=Mt+r etc.) of M and let N be the object .1l'om (M[r], W) of 
MFw,tJ (cf. [14] 1.7). We may assume p*2. Then, N corresponds to a 
p-divisible group rover W via the contravariant functor ILM of [9] Sec
tion 9. Since the F-gauge G(N) is of level [0, 1), r has no multiplicative 
part. By [9] 9.12 and [8] 3.8, we have 

Qp(8h/tr(M)~HomMFxCN, Qp®lim Bn)~Qli9TP(T) 
n 

where HomMFK means homomorphisms of "filtered modules" in the sense 
of [6]. 

§ 4. Cohomology of the sheaf of p-adic vanishing cycles 

In this section, X denotes a projective smooth scheme over W. Let 
K be the field of fractions of W, and K the algebraic closure of K. Let 
Y = X®w k, Y = Y®k k, . . . etc. be as in Ch. I Section 4. 

Lemma (4.1). Assume that m<p or dim (Xx)<p, and let r<p. Then 
we have an exact sequence 

The author learned this type of result from Fontaine and Messing 
(who considered the syntomic cohomology Hm(Xsym S~». 

Proof By Ch. I (4.6), there is a spectral sequence 

Et'''=J[r-t]IO.H''(X {)t )~H*(Y J[r]) 
1 n '01 n' In -,' 'n,Z 

which degenerates at E;--t,t (s> 1, t>O) by (2.5). From this, we see that 
the canonical maps 

J[i]IO.Hm(y J[r-i])~Hm(y J[r]) (O<i<_r) 
n \01 'n,X , n,Z· 

induce an isomorphism 

FW (Bn®HTiR,n(X»-=--"'Hm(Y, J;:1). 

So (4.1) follows from the commutative diagram 

FW (Bn®HTiR,n(X»~Bn®HTiR,n(X) 
111 111 

Hfn(y J[r]) fr-l )Hm(Y E ) 
, n,Z ' n,X· 

By (4.1) and (3.10), we obtain 
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Lemma (4.2). Assume that m<p or dim (XK)<p. Then the follow
ing two conditions are equivalent. 

(4.2.1) The F-gauge GHm-l(Yjk) is of Hodge-Witt. 

(4.2.2) For any r such that O~r<p-1, HmCY, .9"l(r)x) are finite 
groups. 

Furthermore, ijGHm-l(Yjk) is of Hodge-Witt, we have 

Hm(Y, .9" nCr h) ~ 1/rr(H'ER,n(X)), 

Theorem (4.3). Assume m<p-1 or dim (XK)<p, and assume that 
GHm(Yjk) and GHm-l(Yjk) are of Hodge- Witt. Let r<p-1 and n::2: l. 
Then; 

(1) The group Hm-rCY, M~) is finite and there is an exact sequence 

O----+1/rr_l(H'ER,n(X))(l)----+1/rr(H'ER,n(X))----+Hm-r(Y, M~)----+O. 

(2) Let T be a simple subquotient of the Gal (KjKnr)-module Hm-rCY, 
M~)(-r). Then Tis isomorphic to S(h, i) (cf. (3.6)) for some h::2:1 and i: 
Zj hZ -+ Z such that im = r or r - 1 for any m, and such that im = r for some 
m. 

(3) There is a p-divisible group rover W without multiplicative part 
such that the Tate module TiT) of r satisfies 

QpQ9Tir)~QpQ9lim Hm-r(y, M~) 
n 

as QAGal (KjK)]-modules. In particular, for any simple subquotient T of 
the Qp[Gal (KjK)]-module QpQ9 limn Hm-r(y, M~), T has a Hodge-Tate 
decomposition of the form 

with i>O. 

Indeed, (1) follows from (4.2) and Ch. I (4.4). Next (2) (resp. (3)) 
follows from (1) and (3.7) (resp. (3.12)). 

Theorem (4.4). Assume dim (X K) <p - 1. Then the following condi-
tions are equivalent. 

( i ) Y is of Hodge- Witt. 
(ii) Hq(Y, Mr) are finite for any q and r. 
(iii) Hq(Y, M~) are finite for any q, rand n. 
(iv) The spectral sequence 

Ego" = HQ(Y, Mr)( -r)==';>H*(Xf{, ZjpZ) 

degenerates. 
(v) The spectral sequence 
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EV=Hq(Y, M~)( -r)~H*(Xx, Z/pnZ) 

degenerates for any n. 

251 

Indeed, the implication (i)=?(v) follows from (4.3) (2). Note M~=O 
if r?::.p-l, by the assumption dim (XK)<p-l. The implications (v)=? 
(iii)=?(ii) and (v)=?(iv)=?(ii) are easy by using the finiteness of H*(Xx, 
Z/pnz). Finally the implication (ii)=?(i) follows from (4.2) and Ch. 1(4.4). 
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